Abstract. We show that if R is a compact domain in the complex plane with two or more holes and an anticonformal involution onto itself (or equivalently a hyperelliptic Schottky double), then there is an operator T which has R as a spectral set, but does not dilate to a normal operator with spectrum on the boundary of R. 0.1. Definitions. Let X be a compact, path connected subset of C, with interior R, and analytic boundary B composed of n + 1 disjoint curves, B 0 , . . . , B n , where n ≥ 2. By analytic boundary, we mean that for each boundary curve B i there is some biholomorphic map φ i on a neighbourhood U i of X which maps B i to the unit circle T. By convention B 0 is the outer boundary. We
shows this holds for any simply connected domain (see [Pau02] ). A result by Agler (see [Agl85] ) shows that rational dilation also holds if X has one hole -such as in an annulus. However, subsequent work has shown that rational dilation fails on every two-holed domain with analytic boundary (see [DM05] , and [AHR04] ).
The aim of this paper is to prove the following, which by a result of Arveson (see [Pau02, Cor. 7 .8]), is equivalent to showing that the rational dilation conjecture does not hold on any symmetric, two-or-more-holed domain.
Theorem 0.2. If X is a symmetric domain in C, with 2 ≤ n < ∞ holes, there is an operator T ∈ B(H), for some Hilbert space H, such that the homomorphism π : R(X) → B(H) with π p/q = p(T) · q(T) −1 is contractive, but not completely contractive.
Proof Outline. First, we let C define the cone generated by
H(z) 1 − ψ(z)ψ(w) H(w)
* : ψ ∈ BH(x), H ∈ M 2 (H(X)) ,
where BH(X) is the unit ball of the space of functions analytic in a neighbourhood of X, under the supremum norm, and M 2 (H(X)) is the space of 2 × 2 matrix valued functions analytic in a neighbourhood of X. For F ∈ M 2 (H(X)), we set
We show that there exists a function F which is unitary valued on B (we say F is inner), but such that ρ F < 1. We show that such a function generates a counter-example of the type needed. To show that such a function exists, we show that if F is inner, ρ F = 1 ( F = 1 by the max modulus principle, so ρ F ≤ 1), and the zeroes of F are "well behaved", then F can be diagonalised. We go on to show that there is a non-diagonalisable inner function F, with well behaved zeroes, which must therefore have ρ F < 1, so must be a counter-example.
Symmetries
Details of the ideas discussed below can be found in [Bar75] . A less detailed (but more widely available) presentation can be found in [Bar77] . (1) Y is hyperelliptic; (2) R is symmetric; (3) R is conformally equivalent to a real slit domain Ξ.
The proof can be found in [Bar75] , but we will briefly discuss the constructions involved. We know from [FK92, III.7 .9] that Y is hyperelliptic if and only if there is a conformal involution ι : Y → Y with 2n + 2 fixed points. We find that ι is given by
where J is the "mirror" function on Y. Also, if ς : Ξ → R is the conformal mapping from part 3, we have that ̟(ς(ξ)) = ς ξ . Definition 1.2. We define the fixed point set of our symmetric domain R as X := {x ∈ R : x = ̟(x)} . Remark 1.3. In view of Theorem 1.1 on the facing page, it makes sense to relabel the components of B. We can see that X must be the image of R ∩ Ξ under ς, so must consist of a finite collection of paths running between fixed points of B. We choose one of the two fixed points of B 0 , and call it p − 0 . We follow X from p − 0 to another B i which we relabel B 1 ; we call the fixed point we landed at p + , we call X i .
Proposition 1.4. If a meromorphic function on Y has n or fewer poles, and all of these poles lie in R ∪ B, then all of these poles must lie on B.
Proof. Suppose f has n or fewer poles. Then f • ι also has n or fewer poles, so f − f • ι has 2n or fewer poles. However, if x is a fixed point of ι, f (x) − f • ι(x) = 0, and since ι has 2n + 2 fixed points, f − f • ι has at least 2n + 2 zeroes. This is only possible if f − f • ι ≡ 0, so if x is a pole of f , then ι(x) is a pole of f , which is a contradiction unless x ∈ B.
Inner Functions
Many of the ideas found in this section can also be found in [AHR04] and [DM05] .
Results in this section often require us to choose a point b ∈ R. Usually, b will be determined by the particular application, but in this section we make no requirements on the choice of b.
Harmonic and Analytic Functions.
If ω b is harmonic measure at b, and s is arc length measure, by an argument like the one in [DM05] , we can find a Poisson kernel P : R × B → R such that for h harmonic on R and continuous on B,
h(w) =

B h(z)P(w, z)ds(z) .
Equivalently, P is given by the Radon-Nikodym derivative P(w, ·) = dω w ds .
We know that P is harmonic in R at each point in B, and that for any positive h harmonic on R, and continuous on X there exists some positive measure µ on B such that h(w) = B P(w, z)dµ(z) .
Conversely, given a positive measure µ on B, this formula defines a positive harmonic function. We let h j denote the solution to the Dirichlet problem which is 1 on B j and 0 on B i , where i j. We can see that this corresponds to the arc length measure on B j .
We define Q j : B → R as the outward normal derivative of h j , and define the periods of h by
It should be clear that h is the real part of an analytic function if and only if P j (h) = 0 for j = 0, 1, . . . , n. Proof. As X has analytic boundary, we can assume without loss of generality that B 0 = T. We know that h j takes its minimum and maximum on its boundary. Since h j equals one on B j , and zero on B l if l j, these must be its maximum and minimum respectively, so h j is non-decreasing towards B j , and non-increasing towards B l , so Q j ≥ 0 on B j and Q j ≤ 0 on B l .
We can see by the above argument that we only need show that Q j 0. We let R ′ be the reflection of R about B 0 (which we are assuming is the unit circle). We can extend h j to a harmonic function on X ∪ R ′ by setting
If Q j had infinitely many zeroes on B 0 , then Q j would be identically zero, so we suppose Q j has finitely many zeroes on B 0 .
Suppose Q j has a zero z, and a small, simply connected neighbourhood N(z). By choosing N(z) small enough, we can ensure that N(z) contains no other zeroes. Clearly, h j forms the real part of some holomorphic function f on N(z). We know that ∂h j /∂n = Q j = 0, and because h j is constant on B 0 , we know that the tangential derivative of h j , ∂h j /∂t, is also zero, so f has derivative zero at z, so f has a ramification of order at least two at z. We also know that f maps everything outside the unit disc to the left half plane, and everything inside the unit disc to the right half plane, but clearly this is impossible, so Q j cannot have a zero.
A similar argument holds for B 1 , . . . , B n .
Corollary 2.2. If h is a non-zero positive harmonic function on R which is the real part of an analytic function, and h is represented in terms of a positive measure
2.2. Some Matrix Algebra. We wish to show that at each p ∈ Π, the vector
has only positive coordinates. It helps to note that in three dimensions
It will also be helpful to write
noting that Q j (p j ) > 0, and Q i (p j ) < 0 for i j. From here on, positive and negative quantities will simply be denoted by (+) and (−), respectively.
Lemma 2.3. All sub-matrices of V n of the form
Proof. We can assume, without loss of generality, that such matrices are of the form
by a simple relabelling of boundary curves. We note that
We now apply Gershgorin's circle theorem. Since A ij = Q j (p i ), the eigenvalues of A are in the set
where D(ǫ, x) ⊆ C is the ball centred at x of radius ǫ. Now, if λ ∈ S i , then |λ − A ii | < j i A ij , so in particular
Now, all terms in the matrix A are real, so if λ is an eigenvalue of A, then either λ > 0, orλ is also an eigenvalue. We know that the determinant of a matrix is given by the product of its eigenvalues, counting multiplicity. Therefore, the determinant of A is a product of positive reals, and terms of the form λλ = |λ| 2 , which are also positive and real, so det(A) is positive, so det A T is positive.
Lemma 2.4. V n has only positive coefficients.
Proof. We define
For our purposes, all that matters is the signs of the elements of this matrix, and that Lemma 2.3 on page 5 holds. Cyclically permuting the first i rows gives
We can see that
We now proceed by induction. We first consider the case where k = 1. We can see that e 0 e 1 − + = (+)e 0 − (−)e 1 = (+)e 0 + (+)e 1 , so the lemma holds for k = 1. Now suppose that the lemma holds for k − 1, and consider V k . The e 0 coordinate is positive, by Lemma 2.3 on page 5. The e i coordinate is given by
so the lemma holds for k, and so holds for all k ∈ N.
Corollary 2.5. For each p ∈ Π, the kernel of Proof. We can see that M(p) is always rank n, as the right hand n × n submatrix is invertible, by Lemma 2.3, so its kernel is everywhere rank one. If at each p ∈ Π we take the V n defined earlier, and define this as κ(p), it is clear that this is entry-wise positive, orthogonal to the span of the row vectors (so in the kernel of the operator), and has entries that sum to one, from the definitions and the above proved theorems.
Canonical Analytic Functions.
For p ∈ Π we define
where κ is as in corollary 2.5. Define τ :
It is clear that this corresponds to the measure
We can see that h p , thus defined, is a positive harmonic function, with h p (b) = 1. We can also see that its periods are zero, as 
We define H (R) as the space of holomorphic functions on R, with the compact open topology. This is locally convex, metrisable, and has the Heine-Borel property, that is, closed bounded subsets of H (R) are compact. We then define
Proof. K is clearly closed, so it suffices to show that K is bounded. The case where R is the unit disc is proved in [DM05] , and we use this result without proof.
Since the B 0 , . . . , B n are disjoint, closed sets, and R is T 4 , we can find disjoint open sets U 0 , . . . , U n containing each. By a simple topological argument we can show that there exists some E > 0 such that
It is clear that R is covered by the family of connected compact sets
so it is sufficient to work with just these compact sets.
We choose a sequence of disjoint, simple paths υ 0 , . . . , υ n through X such that υ i goes from B i to B i+1 , and υ 0 passes through b (note that when X is a symmetric domain, υ i = X i satisfies this). It is clear that the union of these paths cuts X into two disjoint, simply connected sets U and V. It is also possible to show that we can choose a δ > 0 such that adding
to either of these sets preserves simple connectivity. We can see that 
Lemma 2.7. The extreme points of K are precisely { f p : p ∈ Π}.
Proof. Clearly, each f p is an extreme point of K, so we prove the converseif f f p , then f is not an extreme point of K. If f ∈ K, then the real part of f is a positive harmonic function h with h(b) = 1. We therefore know that there is some positive measure µ on B such that
As f is holomorphic, by Corollary 2.2 on page 5, µ must support at least one point on each B i . If f f p , then µ must support more than one point on some B i . Now, a note. We know f is holomorphic if P j (h) = 0 for j = 0, . . . , n. However, we know that n j=0 Q j = 0, so n j=0 P j (h) = 0, so if we show that all but one of the P j (h) are zero, we have shown that they are all zero, so f is holomorphic.
With that in mind, suppose that µ supports more than one point on B 0 . We do not lose any generality by doing this, as relabelling the boundary curves does not matter in the proof below, so we can safely relabel any given boundary curve B 0 . We divide B 0 into two parts, A 1 and A 2 , in such a way that µ is non-zero on both. Now, let
Since h is the real part of an analytic function,
We can now apply the Gershgorin circles trick from the proof of Lemma 2.3 on page 5, to see that all sub-matrices of K := (k jm ) of the form
have positive determinant (including K, which must therefore be invertible).
We also note that the proof of Lemma 2.4 on page 6 only used this fact and the signs of the elements of matrices. We consider the adjugate matrix C of K, which is defined by
and has the property that det(K) −1 C T = K −1 . If we can show that all the c jm are positive, then we will have that all the entries of K −1 are positive.
If m > j then c jm is given by
By cyclically permuting the m − j rows in the middle we get
and by cyclically permuting the first j rows, and the first j columns we get
, which we note is precisely the e 1 term of V n−1 in Lemma 2.4 on page 6, which is positive.
But note that transposing matrices preserves determinant, and the transpose of the matrix in (2.3) is the matrix in (2.2), so c jm = c m j , which we already know is positive. Therefore, K −1 has all positive entries. Since
has all positive entries, we define
Define positive measures ν 1 , ν 2 by
is the real part of an analytic function l with ℑ l (b) = 0. We can see that
Multiplying both sides by
, so f is a convex combination of two other points in K. Hence, f is not an extreme point.
Lemma 2.8. The set K of extreme points of K is a closed set, and the function taking
Proof. The proof is exactly as that of Lemma 2.11 in [DM05] .
Test Functions. For p ∈ Π, define
The real part, h p , of f p is harmonic across B\{p 0 , . . . , p n }, therefore f p is analytic across B\{p 0 , . . . , p n }. Also, f p looks locally like j /(z − p j ) at p j , for some analytic j , non-vanishing at p j (by [Fis83, Ch. 4, Prop. 6.4]). We can see from this that ψ p is continuous onto B and ψ p = 1 on B.
By the reflection principle, ψ p is inner and extends analytically across B, and ψ −1 p {1} = {p 0 , . . . , p n }, so the preimage of each point z ∈ D is exactly n + 1 points, up to multiplicity, and so ψ p has n + 1 zeroes.
Similarly, if ψ is analytic in a neighbourhood of R, with modulus one on B and n + 1 zeroes in R, then ψ −1 {1} has n + 1 points. Also, the real part of
is a positive harmonic function which is zero on B except where ψ(z) = 1. By Corollary 2.2 on page 5, f cannot be identically zero on any B i , so there must be one point from
Theorem 2.9. If ρ is analytic in R and if ρ ≤ 1 on R, then there exists a positive measure µ on Π and a measurable function h defined on Π whose values are functions h(·, p) analytic in R so that
Since h, the real part of f , is positive and f (b) = 1, the function f is in K. Since K is a compact convex subset of the locally convex topological vector space H (R), by the Krein-Milman theorem, f is in the closed convex hull of K = { f p : p ∈ Π}, the set of extreme points of K. Therefore, there exists some regular Borel probability measure ν on Π such that
Using the definition of ψ p and (2.4), we can show that
Finally, if ρ(b) = a, then we have a representation like the one above, as
The interested reader may note that the set Θ is a collection of test functions for H ∞ (R), as defined in [DM07] .
Note 2.10. We have used n + 1 parameters to describe the inner functions in Θ, however, we only need n, as we can identify them with the inner functions with n + 1 zeroes, by the argument in the introduction to Section 2.4 on page 13. If we then fix somep 0 ∈ B 0 , it is then clear that for all p ∈ Π, ψ p (p 0 )ψ p is an inner function with n + 1 zeroes, with one of them at b, and ψ p (p 0 )ψ p (p 0 ) = 1, so ψ p (p 0 )ψ p = ψ q , where q = (p 0 , q 1 , . . . , q n ), for some q 1 ∈ B 1 , . . . , q n ∈ B n . We define
which is also a set of test functions for H ∞ (R). Proof. For now, choose a b 0 ∈ R, and use this as our b. We will find a better choice for b later in the proof. Take p − 0 asp 0 , and use this to define Θ as in Note 2.10. We will give this Θ an unusual name, Θ 0 , and call the functions in it ϕ p , rather than ψ p . This is to distinguish it from the Θ and ψ p in the statement of the theorem, which we will construct later.
Choose some p 1 ∈ B 1 \X, . . . , p n ∈ B n \X. Consider the path υ along X from B 1 to B 0 . Its image under ϕ p is a path leading to 1. We can see that ϕ −1 p {1} has n + 1 points. As X is Hausdorff and locally connected, there are disjoint, connected open sets U 0 , U 1 , . . . , U n around each of these points, and since ϕ p is an open mapping on each of these open sets,
n . Also, we can choose U 1 , . . . , U n such that none of them intersects X, and none of them intersects any ̟(U i ) (since p 1 , . . . , p n X, and X closed). Now, we can lift ϕ p (υ) ∩ N to each of these U ′ i , we choose a point y ∈ ϕ p (υ) ∩ N , and note that ϕ −1 p {y} has exactly n + 1 distinct points, none of which maps to another under ̟, and exactly one of which is on X. The point on X, we use as our b for the rest of the proof. We take a Möbius transform m which preserves the unit circle, and maps y to 0, and notice that m • ϕ p is an inner function which has n + 1 zeroes, exactly one of which, b, is on X. If we define Θ using our new b, 
Proof. We write Q j as
where ∂/∂n p is the normal derivative at p. We also define ∂/∂t p as the tangent derivative at p. Now, note that if h is harmonic and ̟ is anticonformal, then h • ̟ is also harmonic, and since h j and h j • ̟ have the same values on B, they must be equal, so
and so
.
Lemma 3.4. If η is defined as above, and b ∈ X then
Proof. We can write
and note that if h is harmonic, then h • ̟ is harmonic, and h • ̟(b) = h(b).
So, for any measurable set E ⊆ B,
where ⋆ is due to the fact that ̟ is sense reversing, and † is due to the Cauchy-Riemann equation for anti-holomorphic maps.
Definition 3.5. We say a holomorphic 2 × 2 matrix valued function F on R has a standard zero set if
(1) F has distinct zeroes b, a 1 , . . . , a 2n , where F(b) = 0, and det (F) has zeroes of multiplicity one at each of a 1 , . . . , a 2n ; (2) if γ j 0 are such that F(a j ) * γ j = 0, j = 1, . . . , 2n, then no n + 1 of the γ j lie on the same complex line through the origin; (3) Ja j P i for j = 1, . . . , 2n, i = 1, . . . , n, where P 1 , . . . , P n are the poles of the Fay kernel
We have not defined K b yet, and will not do so until Section 4. For now, all we need to know about K b is that all its poles are on J(X).
3.2. The construction. We take ψ p as in Theorem 3.1 on page 15. Note that ψ p • ̟ is an inner function with zeroes at b, ̟(z 1 ), . . ., ̟(z n ), equal to one at
Definition 3.6. We say S is a team of projections if S is a collection of n pairs of non-zero orthogonal projections on C 2 , P j+ , P j− , such that
Let S 0 be the trivial team, given by P j± = P 1± for all j.
We define
We note that, by Lemma 3.4,
For x ∈ C 2 a unit vector, H S,p x, x corresponds to the measure
by definition of τ.
Hence, H S,p x, x is the real part of an analytic function, so H S,p is the real part of a holomorphic 2 × 2 matrix function G S,p , normalised by G S,p (b) = I.
We now define
Lemma 3.7. If p is as in Theorem 3.1 on page 15, for each S:
(1) Ψ S,p is analytic in a neighbourhood of X and unitary valued on B;
Proof. Thinking about P(z, r) as a function of z, in a neighbourhood of r ∈ B, the Poisson kernel P(z, r) is the real part of some function of the form r (z)(z − r) −1 , where r is analytic in the neighbourhood, and non-vanishing at r (by [Fis83, Ch. 4, Prop. 6.4]). At any other point q ∈ B, P(z, r) extends to a harmonic function on a neighbourhood of q, so must be the real part of some analytic function, with real part 0 at q.
We can see that if r ∈ B is not
and H S,p (r) = 0. Thus, G S,p is invertible at and, by continuity, near r.
which is zero at r, so Ψ S,p must be unitary at r. 
Note that the denominator is non-zero at and near p − 
Since k 3 + 1 has real part 1 at p 1 , (z) (z − p 1 ) −1 has a pole, and k 1 , k 2 are analytic at p 1 , we see that G S,p is invertible near p 1 . By direct computation, we see that Ψ S,p is analytic in a neighbourhood of p 1 and
A similar argument holds for ̟(p 1 ), so we have (4), and by working in the orthonormal basis induced by P j+ and P j− , (5) follows. Also, we have now shown Ψ S,p is analytic at every point, so (1) follows.
(6) and (2) follow easily from the definitions. Proof. Since the zeroes of ψ p and ψ ̟(p) are all distinct except for b, it is clear that
has a standard zero set.
We note that whatever value we take for ǫ, there is an S S 0 within ǫ of S 0 , so there is some non-trivial sequence S m converging to S 0 .
The sequence Ψ S m ,p is uniformly bounded, so has a sub-sequence Ψ m which converges uniformly on compact subsets of R to some Ψ. This means
converges uniformly on compact subsets of R to
H m , the real part of G m is harmonic, and 
Note that the integral depends on the path integrated over. However, any two paths differ only by a closed path, and A 1 , . . . , A n , B 1 , . . . , B n is a homology basis for Y, so any closed path is homologous to a sum of paths in this basis. Also, 
Theta Functions. Definition Roughly following [Mum83], we define the theta function
where ·, · is the usual C n inner product. This function is quasi-periodic, as
for all m ∈ Z n , as shown in [Mum83] . Given e ∈ C n , we rewrite this as e = u + Ωv for some u, v ∈ R n , and we define the theta function with characteristic e, ϑ[e] : C n → C by
Note that this follows [Mum83] . Subtly different definitions are used in [Fay73] , [DM05] and [FK92] , although these differences are not particularly important.
Theorem 4.3. There exists a constant vector ∆, depending on the choice of basepoint, such that for each e ∈ C n , either ϑ[e] • χ is identically zero, or ϑ[e]
• χ has exactly n zeroes, ζ 1 , . . . , ζ n and For the following, it will be convenient to define Theorem 4.5. There exists an e * = u * + Ωv * ∈ C n such that 2e * = 0 mod L, u * , v * is an odd integer, and E e * 0.
For the proof see [Mum84, Ch. IIIb, Sec. 1, Lemma 1], although the remarks at the end of [FK92, VI.1.5] provide some relevant discussion. An e * of this type is called a non-singular odd half-period, and we see that ϑ[e * ] is an odd function, so ϑ(e * ) = 0.
Let ϑ * := ϑ[e * ], so
Clearly, we can apply Theorems 4.4 and 4.5, and get that the roots of
are {z, ζ 1 , . . . , ζ n−1 } for some ζ 1 , . . . , ζ n−1 . If neither of z, w ∈ Y coincide with with any of these ζ i s, then
is a multiple valued function with exactly one zero and one pole, at z and w respectively.
The Fay Kernel.
A tool that will prove invaluable in later sections is the Fay kernel K a , which is a reproducing kernel on H 2 (R, ω a ), the Hardy space of analytic functions on R with boundary values in L 2 (ω a ). For a more comprehensive discussion of the ideas in this section, see [Fay73] .
Lemma 4.6. The critical points of the Green's function (·, b) are on X, one in each X i , i = 1, . . . , n.
Proof. We write (z) = (z, b). We know that has n critical points, by [Neh52, p. 133-135]. On X, define ∂/∂x as the derivative tangent to X, and ∂/∂y as the derivative normal to X. We know that • ̟ = , and
However, ∂̟ y /∂y < 0 on X, so the two sides of this equation have different signs, and so ∂ /∂y = 0 on X. Also, = 0 on B, so must be zero at p − i and p +
i+1
-the start and end points of X i . Since ∂ /∂x is continuous on X i (provided i 0), ∂ /∂x must be zero somewhere on X i , by Rolle's theorem. Since this gives us n distinct zeroes, this must be all of them.
We have just proved that (·, b) has n distinct zeroes. If these zeroes are z 1 ∈ X 1 , . . . , z n ∈ X n we define P i = Jz i . 
Theorem 4.7. There is a reproducing kernel K a for the Hardy space H
is the reproducing kernel 2 for H 2 (R, ω a ).
It is clear that K a (x, a) = 1, so we fix a and y and look at the zero/pole structure of K a (·, y). We can see that for fixed y, the zeroes and poles of (4.2) are precisely the zeroes and poles of
by removing terms with no dependence on x. By (4.1), the ϑ * factors bring in a zero at Ja and a pole at Jy. The remaining theta functions have n zeroes each, so K a gets n new poles, P 1 (a), . . . , P n (a), and n new zeroes, Z 1 (y), . . . , Z n (y) from the top and bottom terms respectively. The P i (a)s must all be in J(R) ∪ B, as we know that K a (·, y) is analytic on R.
Suppose, towards a contradiction, that some of these poles and zeroes were to cancel, then K a (·, y) would have n or fewer poles. If it had no zeroes, it would be constant, but we know that the set K a (·, y) : y ∈ R is linearly independent, and K a (·, a) is constant, so K a (·, y) cannot be a multiple of it. If it had one or more poles, then it would be a meromorphic function on Y with between 1 and n poles, all in J(R) ∪ B. Moreover, Jy cannot cancel with Ja because a y, and it cannot cancel with any of the Z i (y)s since that would mean 0 =ϑ χ(Jy) + χ(y)
* + e
which Fay shows is not the case, so Jy cannot cancel. We know Jy B, so by Proposition 1.4 on page 3, this also leads to a contradiction, and so none of the zeroes and poles cancel. Thus, K a (·, y) has n + 1 zeroes and poles. We give a sketch proof that the poles are as stated. We use the alternate characterisation of K a (x, y) given in [Fay73, Prop. 6 .15], that is,
Note that the notation here is partly that used in Fay, and partly that used in this paper. In particular, Λ and Ω are as defined in Propositions 2.9 and 6.15 of Fay respectively (the definitions are too complicated to replicate here). Clearly, Ω Ja−a (y) has no dependence on x, so has no direct bearing on the poles in x of K a . However, we note that the divisor A used in the construction of Λ is the zero divisor of Ω Ja−a , which is precisely the critical divisor of (·, a). We then use the description of divΛ a from [Fay73, Prop. 2.9] to see that for fixed y, the poles of Λ a y, J(·) are precisely
where the P i (a)s are as required.
We will write P i (b) = P i , for brevity. are all distinct. Let {e 1 , e 2 } denote the standard basis for C 2 and let
There exists an ǫ > 0 so that if a 0 j − a j , γ 0 j − γ j < ǫ, and 
and all other terms are zero.
This theorem can be seen as a result about meromorphic functions on Y, so we view z as a local co-ordinate on Y. If we're only interested in values of z near one of P 1 , . . . , P n , we can assume z, P 1 , . . . , P n , Ja 1 , . . . , Ja 2n are in a single chart U ⊆ J(R) (U is open and simply connected)
A useful tool in the proof of this theorem is the residue of K b . We know that so long as a {b, P 1 , . . . , P n }, K b (·, a) has only simple poles, so we know that in a small enough neighbourhood of P j ,
is a holomorphic function in z. Let R j (a) denote the value of this function at P j . We will need the following lemma.
Lemma 4.9. The residue R j (a) varies continuously with a.
Proof. Consider the theta function representation of K b (z, a). The function
is analytic and single valued on U, and vanishes with order one at P j , so can be written as
for some f j analytic on U, and non-vanishing at P j . Given a set W ⊆ U, let
is analytic in (z, a). Rewriting gives
The lemma follows from the fact that the right hand side is analytic in (z, a).
We can now prove Theorem 4.8.
Proof. [Proof of Theorem 4.8]We can assume ǫ is small enough that P 1 , . . . , P n , Ja 1 , . . . , Ja 2n are distinct. We define
where R j (a) is the residue of K b (·, a) at P j , as before. To see that R 1 is invertible, let
Note that R 1 c = 0 if and only if f c does not have poles at any P j . Now, if this is the case, then f c can only have poles at Ja 1 , . . . , Ja n , and simple poles at that, but this is only n points, so by Proposition 1.4, f c must be constant. We know that K b (·, b) = 1, so we can say that
However, we know that a 1 ) , . . . , K b (·, a n ) are linearly independent, so c = 0. Therefore R 1 is invertible, and by a similar argument R 2 is invertible. Now, consider the function F defined for γ j near γ
We define F 0 similarly, using a 0 j and γ 0 j
. We can see that F is an n × 2n matrix with entries from C 2 , so can be regarded as a 2n × 2n matrix. We know that F varies continuously with each γ j , and by Lemma 4.9, varies continuously with each a j . Also, we see that, by regarding F 0 as a 2n × 2n matrix, the rows of F 0 can be shuffled to give
which is invertible, so F 0 is invertible. We can therefore choose ǫ > 0 small enough that if a j − a 0 j , γ j − γ 0 j < ǫ for all j, then F is invertible. If the a j and γ j are chosen such that F is invertible and
so c = 0, and h is constant. Now we prove the second part of the theorem. Note that the proof of this part only assumes that the result of the first part holds, not the assumptions on a j and γ j used to prove it. Suppose h 0 and there exists z ′ ∈ R\{b} such that
We can see that P 1 , . . . , P n are not poles of h, since by the assumptions on the distinctness of the P k s and a j s, the right hand side has a pole of order at most one at each P k , whilst the left hand side has poles of order at least one at each of these points. Therefore, since h has a representation as in the first part of the theorem, h is constant.
Representations
This paper inherits much of its structure from [DM05] , and in particular, the results in this section are analogues of results from that paper. In fact, in some cases, the proofs in [DM05] do not use the connectivity of X, so can be used to prove their analogues here simply by noting this fact. In these cases, the proofs are omitted.
5.1. Kernels, Realisations and Interpolation. We note, for those who are interested, that many of these results have a similar flavour to some of the Schur-Agler class results from [DM07] , although we shall not use any of these results directly. Later on in this section, we will need to work with matrix valued Herglotz representations, so we will need some results about matrix-valued measures. Given a compact Hausdorff space X, an m × m matrix-valued measure
is an m × m matrix whose entries µ jl are complex-valued Borel measures on X. The measure µ is positive (we write µ ≥ 0) if for each function f : 
Proof. The proof of this result is almost identical to that of [DM05, Prop. 5.6], except that functions required to vanish at zero, are now required to vanish at b instead.
Another tool that will prove useful is transfer function representations. For our purposes it will suffice to work with relatively simple colligations. We will define a unitary colligation Σ by Σ = U, K, µ , where µ is a probability measure on Π, K is a Hilbert space, and U is a linear operator, defined by
where
From here, we define the transfer function associated to Σ by
We can see that as A is a contraction and Φ(z) is a strict contraction, the inverse in W Σ exists for any z ∈ R.
Proposition 5.7. The transfer function is contraction valued, that is, W
Σ (z) ≤ 1 for all z ∈ R. In fact for all z, w ∈ R I − W Σ (z)W Σ (w) * = C (I − Φ(z)A) −1 [I − Φ(z)Φ(w) * ] (I − Φ(w)A) * −1 C * .
Note that if we define H(w)
function on Π, so we write H p (w) * . We can see that by considering L 2 (µ) ⊗ K as a measure space, Proposition 5.7 on the previous page gives 
The proof is as in [DM05] , although for our purposes it makes sense to use the version of Kolmogorov's theorem in [AM02, Thm. 2.62]. given by VG(z) = F(z)G(z) is an isometry. Also, as we will show, the kernel of V * is the span of
where F(a j ) * γ j = 0 and γ j 0; that is, (a j , γ j ) is a zero of F * . We note, for future use, that if ϕ is a scalar-valued analytic function on a neighbourhood of R, with no zeroes on B, and zeroes w 1 , . . . , w n ∈ R, all of multiplicity one, and f ∈ H 2 has roots at all these w i s, then f = ϕ for some ∈ H 2 . Now, suppose ψ ∈ H 2 and for all h ∈ H 2 we have ψ, ϕh = 0. Since the set
is linearly independent, we know there is some linear combination
so that f (w j ) = 0 for all j, and so f = ϕ for some . Since
for each j and h, it follows that f, ϕh = 0 for all h. In particular, if h = (the we found earlier), then ϕ , ϕ = f, ϕ = 0 , so ≡ 0, and so
This tells us that ψ is in the span of K, so K is a basis for the orthogonal complement of ϕh : h ∈ H 2 . We now find the kernel of
The function ϕ(z) = (z−b) det (H(z)) satisfies the hypothesis of the preceding paragraph.
Let
where H = h jl . Then
where I is the 2 × 2 identity matrix. Now, suppose x ∈ H 2 2 and V * x = 0. Let x 1 , x 2 be the co-ordinates of x.
It therefore follows from the discussion leading up to (5.1) that both x 1 and x 2 are in the span of
In particular, there exist vectors v j ∈ C 2 such that
We can check that V * vK b (·, a) = F(a) * vK b (·, a), and F(b) * = 0, so
, so the kernel of V * is spanned by V. Now, since V is an isometry, I − VV * is the projection onto the kernel of V * , which by the above argument has dimension 2n + 2, so I − VV * has rank 2n + 2. So, for any finite set A ⊆ R, the block matrix with 2 × 2 entries
has rank at most 2n + 2. In particular, if A = {a 1 , . . . , a 2n+2 } , then M A has rank exactly 2n + 2. Choose a 2n+3 , a 2n+4 distinct from a 1 , . . . , a 2n+2 so that S = {a 1 , . . . , a 2n+2 , a 2n+3 , a 2n+4 } has 2n + 3 distinct points. Since A ⊆ S, M S has rank at least 2n + 2. However, by the above discussion, its rank cannot exceed 2n + 2, so its rank must be exactly 2n + 2. The matrix M S is (4n + 6) × (4n + 6), (a (2n + 3) × (2n + 3) matrix with 2 × 2 matrices as its entries), and M S has rank 2n + 2, so must have nullity (that is, kernel dimension) 2n + 4. Further, the subspace
is 2n + 3 dimensional, so there exists a non-zero x 1 = y 1 ⊗ e 1 in L 1 which is in the kernel of M S . Similarly, L 2 := α ⊗ e 2 : α ∈ C 2n+3 contains some x 2 in the kernel of M S .
Let x = (x 1 x 2 ), so x is the (4n + 6) × 2 matrix
It will be more convenient to refer to 2 × 2 blocks in x by their corresponding point in S, rather than their number, so we say
In this notation, the identity M S x = 0 becomes
for each z. Now, suppose Z : R → M 2 (C) is analytic, contraction valued, and Z(z) = F(z) for z ∈ S. The operator W of multiplication by Z on H 2 2 is a contraction and
Given ζ ∈ R, ζ S, let S ′ = S ∪ {ζ} and consider the decomposition of
z, w∈S ′ into blocks labelled by S and {ζ}. Thus N ζ is a (2n + 4) × (2n + 4) matrix with 2 × 2 block entries. The upper left (2n + 3) × (2n + 3) block is simply M S , as
Since N ζ is positive semi-definite and M S x = 0, it can be shown that N ζ x ′ = 0. An examination of the last two entries of the equation
The left hand side of (5.2) is a rank 2, 2 × 2 matrix at all but countably many ζ, as it is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are of the form 
is invertible at all but countably many ζ, so
at all but finitely many ζ, so Z = F.
We combine some of the preceding results to get the following. 
for all z, w ∈ R.
Proof. Using Proposition 5.9 on page 30, choose a finite set S ⊆ R such that if G : R → M 2 (C) is analytic and contraction valued, and G(z) = F(z) for z ∈ S, then G = F. Using Proposition 5.6 on page 29, we have a probability measure µ and a positive kernel Γ :
for all z, w ∈ S. By Proposition 5.8 on page 30, there exists a unitary colligation Σ = (U, K, µ) so that K is at most 4n + 6 dimensional, and W Σ (z) = F(z) for z ∈ S. However, our choice of S gives W Σ = F everywhere. We know Γ(z, w; p) = H p (z)H p (w) * Proof. We showed in Proposition 5.9 on page 30 that given a finite Q ⊆ R,
has rank at most 2n + 2, and that the range of M Q lies in
as a column vector indexed by Q. We then apply Theorem 5.10 on the facing page to give
For each p, we define an operator M p ∈ B(H 2 ) by
Multiplication by ψ p is isometric on H 2 , so 1−M p M * p ≥ 0, and so 1 − M p M * p ⊗ E ≥ 0, where E is the m × m matrix with all entries equal to 1. From the reproducing property of K b , we see that
Thus, if Q is a set of m points in R, and c is the vector K 0 (·, w) w∈Q , then the matrix
If we set Q = Q ∪ {z j } for any j = 0, 1, . . . , n, then P Q (p) ≥ 0. Further, the upper m×m block equals P Q (p) and the right m×1 column is K b (z, z j (p)) z∈Q . Hence, as a vector,
is also positive semi-definite for each p. Proof. The proof is as in [DM05] . We let V = D(z) −1 U * F(z), which turns out to be constant and unitary. 
Proof. By Theorem 5.11 on page 34, we may assume that except on a set E of measure zero, if h is a column of some H p , then h(·)K b (·, z l (s)) ∈ M for l = 0, 1, . . . , n.
so for each j, ψ p (a j )G(p) * γ j = 0 for almost every p. So, apart from a set Z 0 ⊆ Π of measure zero, ψ p (a j )G(p) * γ j = 0 for all p and all j. Thus, by defining G(p) = 0 for p ∈ Z 0 , we can assume that (5.6) holds and
for all values of p and j. Let Π 0 := p ∈ Π : G(p) = 0 . If p Π 0 , then for each j, either ψ p (a j ) = 0 or G(p) * γ j = 0. Remember that G p is a multiple of γ j 1 (p) , and no set of n + 1 of the γ j all lie on the same line through the origin. It follows that ψ p has zeroes at b, and n of the a j s (say a j 1 (p) , . . . , a j n (p) ) and G(p) * γ j = 0 at n of the γ j s (say γ j n+1 (p) , . . . , γ j 2n (p) ), so these γ j s must be orthogonal to γ j 1 (p) , and so all lie on the same line through the origin. This tells us that the zeroes of ψ p are precisely b, a j 1 (p) , . . . , a j n (p) , so z i = a j i (p) for all i. We can also see that γ j 1 (p) , . . . , γ j n (p) all lie on the same line through the origin, and so are orthogonal to γ j n+1 (p) , . . . , γ j 2n (p) .
Let J 1 = a j 1 (p) , . . . , a j n (p) , J 2 = a j n+1 (p) , . . . , a j 2n (p) , let A 1 denote the one-dimensional subspace of C 2 spanned by γ j 1 (p) and A 2 denote the onedimensional space spanned by γ j n+1 (p) .
If q Π 0 , then by arguing as above, either G(q) ∈ A 1 or G(q) ∈ A 2 , and the zeroes of ψ q are in J 2 or J 1 respectively. Hence, for each p, one of the following must hold: If p, q ∈ Π 1 then ψ p and ψ q are equal, up to multiplication by a unimodular constant, so we choose a p 1 ∈ Π 1 and define ψ 1 = ψ p 1 , so ψ p ψ p = ψ 1 ψ 1 for all p ∈ Π 1 . If Π 2 is non-empty, we do the same, if not we define ψ 2 ≡ 0. We substitute this into (5.5) to get
F(z)F(w)
* = h 1 ψ 1 (z)ψ 1 (w)h * 1 + h 2 ψ 2 (z)ψ 2 (w)h * 2 , where h j ∈ A j . Letting z = w ∈ B, we see that h 1 , h 2 is an orthonormal basis for C 2 (and that ψ 2 0), so we can apply Lemma 5.12 on page 36, and the result follows.
The counterexample
We now have all the tools we need to prove Theorem 0.2, as introduced at the beginning of the paper. First, we constructed Ψ S,p in Lemma 3.7 on page 18, which is always a 2 × 2 matrix-valued inner function. We then showed, in Lemma 3.8 on page 19, that there was a sequence Ψ S m ,p , such that each term had a standard zero set, with S m S 0 for all m, and such that both S m → S 0 and Ψ S m ,p → Ψ S 0 ,p as m → ∞. We showed in Theorem 4.8 on page 24, that if the zeroes a j , γ j of Ψ S m ,p are close enough to the zeroes of Ψ S 0 ,p (they would be, for m large enough, say m = M) then any C 2 -valued meromorphic function of the form
with no poles at P 1 , . . . , P n must be constant. Thus, we take Ψ = Ψ S M ,p . Theorem 5.13 on page 37 then tells us that if ρ Ψ = 1, then Ψ is diagonalisable. So if Ψ is not diagonalisable, then ρ Ψ < 1. If ρ Ψ < 1, Theorem 5.2 on page 28 tells us that there is an operator T ∈ B(H) for some H, such that the homomorphism π : R(X) → B(H) with π(p/q) = p(T) · q(T) −1 is contractive but not completely contractive. Therefore, all that remains to be shown is that Ψ is not diagonalisable. Since D is unitary on B, both φ 1 and φ 2 are unimodular on B. Further, as det Ψ has 2n + 2 zeroes (up to multiplicity), and a non-constant scalar inner function has at least n + 1 zeroes, we conclude that either φ 1 and φ 2 have n + 1 zeroes each, and take each value in the unit disc D at least n + 1 times, or one has 2n + 2 zeroes, and the other is a unimodular constant λ. The latter cannot occur, since 0 = Ψ(b) = U * λ · · · U 0 , which would be a contradiction. Now, from Lemma 3.7 on page 18, Ψ(p 1 )e 1 = e 1 , so Ue 1 is an eigenvector of D(p 1 ), corresponding to the eigenvalue 1, so at least one of the φ j (p 1 )s is equal to 1. Similarly, Ue 2 is an eigenvector of D(̟(p 1 )), so at least one of the φ j (̟(p 1 ))s is equal to 1. Now, D(p 1 ) cannot be a multiple of the identity, as this would mean that one of the φ j s was equal to 1 at p 1 and ̟(p 1 ), which is impossible 4 . Therefore, we can assume without loss of generality that
where λ, λ ′ are unimodular constants. We can see from this that the eigenvectors corresponding to 1 in these matrices are e 1 and e 2 , so Ue 1 = ue 1 , Ue 2 = u ′ e 2 for unimodular constants u, u ′ . Since D is diagonal, we can assume that u = u ′ = 1, so U = I, and Ψ = D. Now, since S M S 0 , there exists some i such that P i+ P 1+ , so these two projections must have different ranges. However by Lemma 3.7,
This is only possible if Ψ(p i ) = I, but this is impossible, as before. This is our contradiction. Therefore, Ψ is not diagonalisable.
This concludes the proof of Theorem 0.2, and this paper.
